Luxury Spa System – User Instructions
Congratulations on your purchase of your Luxury Integrated Spa System.
Your spa system is a straightforward unit to use, but we would ask that you take the time to read these instructions
carefully prior to use to ensure that you get the best out of it.
Instructions for use
The spa system is operated by pressing the chrome control button, located on the rim of your bath.
•
•

•

When the button is pressed, the spa system will turn on and streams of massaging
air bubbles will begin to flow out of the spa jets.
Your spa system has three different power/speed settings (high, medium and low)
that are selected by pressing the control button a given number of times. Each time
the control button is pressed, it will cause the system to switch to the next power
setting.
To select a power level, simply press the switch the required number of times to
reach the desired setting.

The table below illustrates how you control your system using the button, by showing how many presses of the control
button are required to obtain your desired power setting.
Press number
0
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Result
OFF
Medium power setting
High power setting
Low power setting
OFF

N.B. After 4 presses the system resets, so pressing the button five times will have the same effect as pressing the button
once.
For example:
• If the system is off and you want to select the low power mode, you will need to press the button three times.
• If the system is running at medium power and you want to reduce the power to the low setting, you will need to press
the button twice.
• If the system is running at low power and you want to select the high power mode, you will need to press the button
three times.
Regardless of what mode it is running in, the system will always switch itself off after 15-20 minutes. In the event that you
wish to continue using the unit for longer, simply press the control button as required to select your desired setting again.
Hydrotherapy advice:
To enjoy the maximum benefit from your hydrotherapy spa system after installation, we recommend that you increase
your usage of the unit gradually over time. Users should start gently on a low setting in the first few days after installation
and then build up to the higher power settings of a number of days.
We recommend users do not exceed the following:
1st & 2nd use: Low power setting; 5 minutes max.
3rd – 5th use:
Low power setting; 7 minutes max.
6th – 10th use: Medium power setting; 10 minutes max.
After 10th use: Full power setting; 5 minutes max.
You may wish to vary these settings, but we suggest that maximum power is not used for more than 5 minutes at any one
time.
We also recommend that once you have finished bathing, you wrap yourself in a cotton towelling robe and sit quietly for
10 minutes before undertaking any further activity, in order to maximise the benefits of the hydrotherapy system.

Cleaning and caring for your Luxury Spa System
Firstly, please refer to the user instructions for your bath for information on how to clean and care for it. Your spa
system itself requires additional care, details of which follow.
After emptying the bath of water and performing any necessary cleaning of the bath tub, it is important to empty
the spa system of water. This is done by pressing the control button twice, to activate the high power mode.
Run the spa system in high power mode for 10-20 seconds to blow all of the water out of the jets, and then press
the control button twice more to turn the system off.
Note: The system is designed to switch itself on automatically 15-20 minutes after it was last used, for a period of
10-15 seconds in order to blow out any water that remains in the pipes. This is to ensure that the pipes stay dry,
even if a user forgets to blow out residual water after using the bath, as was explained above. It is necessary to
perform the described cleaning procedure after each use of the bath, even if the spa system itself was not used
whilst the bath was full of water. This must be done whether the bathtub was used for bathing, showering or any
other use.
Note: The use of heavy liquid or paste cleaners applied directly to the bath surface may enter the non-return valve
in the jet assembly, causing it to stick in the closed position. The use of a mild liquid detergent or soap with plenty
of water is recommended for cleaning the bath.
Plated fittings, such as the handle and hinges, must only be wiped with a soft, damp soapy cloth.
CLEANING THE JETS
The air jets fitted in your spa system have jet heads which push into the jet body (which is secured into the bath
structure). Inside the jet body is a highly efficient non-return valve which prevents the back-flow of water into the
system.
Should it become necessary to remove a jet head (e.g. in the event of non-operation) it should be gently levered
out from the jet body (taking care not to damage the bath surface). Do NOT attempt to remove the non-return
valve which is fitted into the jet body. If this should require attention, consult your supplier.
Troubleshooting:
Problem:
I press the control button and nothing happens
Solution:
It is very likely that the fuse needs resetting.
Please refer to the “resetting the fuse box” section below.
Resetting the fuse box:
For your safety, all of our spa systems are double protected by a fuse and an
automatic circuit breaker.
Very occasionally, events can occur that may cause one or both of the safety
devices to trigger, which consequently will prevent the spa system from operating.
Such events include electrical storms, power surges and use of certain other
electrical appliances at the same time as the spa is being used. To get the spa
operating again.

In order to be able to check the safety circuits, you will first need to locate the
fuse/breaker box. Pictures of typical box is shown:
Follow user instructions to the fuse/breaker box, If the spa system still doesn’t
work, call customer services.

Call Customer Services: +44 (0)1527 400022
email: service@ghg-uk.com

